THE BOOK DISPLAY WIDGET
CREATING VIRTUAL BOOK DISPLAYS FOR YOUR LIBRARY

The Book Display Widget can pull in any data you ask it to. Create customizable displays based on what your library is focusing on at that time—whether that is award winners, paranormal romance, or National Reading Week.

Choose from pre-populated data sources like series and genres; create your own collection with a list of titles; pull from an RSS feed or website that lists books; or draw from your holdings to show new books, popular titles, or topics in a certain call number range!

CONTACT YOUR REP
WWW.PROQUEST.COM/GO/ACCOUNTREP

THE BOOK DISPLAY WIDGET
Creating virtual book displays for your library’s homepage is easy with Book Display Widgets from LibraryThing for Libraries. A Book Display Widget highlights your collections and puts them front and center on your library’s homepage. Patrons just click on the image of the book cover to go directly to that title in your catalog!

The Book Display Widget gives you the choice of four different display styles (dynamic grid, shelf browse, scrolling shelf, and 3-D carousel), and endless customization possibilities. Create one widget or many!
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